Îți suntem alături!

Go on vacation with peace of mind.

We cover the risks associated with the COVID-19 pandemic,
so that you and your loved ones enjoy every moment of your vacation.

Are you vaccinated against COVID-19?
YES

You get a 10% discount.*

NO
*Fully vaccinated adults (people who received all doses prescribed by the vaccination protocol),
including their children, if mentioned on the same Insurance Policy, are granted a 10% discount
for the basic package. In case of an event caused by Covid-19, a vaccination certificate will
be required, without which the insured event cannot be evaluated.
Dear Customer,
In the context of the pandemics declared as a result of the increased infectiousness of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, Groupama
Asigurari continues to stand by its customers, showing that responsibility and solidarity truly are its guiding values,
by specifically covering certain events related to the COVID-19 diagnostic.
The pandemics falls under the category “Exclusions” from the insurance coverage, according to the General Conditions of
Insurance for International Travel, art. 7, letter s) medical assistance as a result of epidemics or pandemics officially recognized
in the Insurant’s country/countries of destination.
The abovementioned article notwithstanding, Groupama Asigurari guarantees the coverage of events caused by
Covid-19, provided that they are included in the risks covered by your policy, during the entire period of your travel
abroad, and if the travel starts before 15 February 2022, under the following conditions:

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL INSURANCE
Emergency medical assistance and Repatriation for events caused by the COVID-19 diagnostic.
Will be covered, within the limits of the insured amount mentioned on the Insurance Policy.

Additional Storno insurance
Travel cancellation events will be covered for sickness or death as a result of the COVID-19
diagnostic.
Cases of isolation or quarantine causing the cancellation of the travel will not be covered.
Other cases of cancellation based on the insurant’s decision and/or imposed by travel
restrictions, the cancellation of events abroad, etc., will not be covered even if they occur as a
result of the restrictions imposed by the pandemics generated by the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
Additional travel interruption / extension insurance
Within the limits of the insured amount mentioned on the Policy, events caused by the insurant’s
isolation or quarantine abroad are covered: The insurance indemnity consists of the
expenses incurred by the insurant with accommodation/meals, telephone, airplane ticket
(the difference or the entire amount) within the limit of the insured amount, i.e. EUR 300,
both for the insurant and for the minors and/or life partner travelling with the insurant.
Within the limits of the insured amount mentioned on the Policy, events caused by the COVID-19
diagnostic and the insurant’s hospitalisation abroad: The insurance indemnity consists of the
expenses incurred by the insurant with accommodation/meals, telephone, airplane ticket
(the difference or the entire amount) within the limit of the insured amount, i.e. EUR 300,
for the minors and/or life partner travelling with the insurant.
In confirmation of the event (isolation / quarantine / COVID diagnostic), the Insurant must submit the
document released by the authorities of the visited country. If the isolation / quarantine period is extended
beyond the insurance period mentioned in the policy, the insurance contract is no longer in effect, and
other events shall not be covered.

